FAYETTEVILLE USBC ASSOCIATION INC
VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR
The Volunteer of the Year award is in recognition of an individuals’ outstanding service to the bowling
members of our Fayetteville USBC Bowling Association, Inc. Therefore, the following factors should be
considered in choosing him/her.
1. Sportsmanship:
A. Is candidate an example in the tradition of good bowling?
B. Is candidate fair and encouraging others, winning or losing?
2. Attendance:
A. Does candidate attend association meetings (board, open, league and/or workshop)?
B. Does candidate bowl each league session or provide ample notice when necessary to be
absent?
3. Interest:
A. Is candidate helpful to the association?
B. Is candidate cooperative in all association and league matters?
C. Does candidate always try to advance interest in their league?
D. Does the candidate serve on committees (league and/or board)?
E. Does the candidate serve on the FUSBCA Board of Directors?
4. Conduct:
A. Is the candidate’s lane actions such as to be admired and an example to others?
B. Does candidate conduct themself on and off the lanes with good manners?
5. Summary: When selecting your choice for a nominee, allow no personal feelings to interfere. A
person’s average or their achievements on the lanes should not be determining factors. The deciding factor
should always be what a person has contributed to help promote interest in ALL BOWLING, the candidate’s
willingness to assist in all association and league matters, and always striving to advance the game of bowling
as the good clean sport it is for everyone.
A bowler can nominate any Fayetteville bowler from any Fayetteville league as long as the person
being nominated meets the requirements. Since it is impossible for us to know everyone, please submit an
informative and accurate resume explaining why the person you nominated deserves this award. Your
committee needs this information to ensure that the best candidate is chosen. All detailed resumes and/or
letters must be signed, dated and placed in a sealed envelope. Completed nomination may be placed in any
Fayetteville drop box located at each of three city bowling centers. Names alone will not be considered.
Deadline: July 31, annually.
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